STUDENT ACTIVITY EXPENSES

The plan submitted by Dr. Green in his communication, published in this issue of The Gamecock, is one of the most practical suggestions in regard to the expenses of the various student activities that has been advanced. Almost every year one or another of our activities becomes seriously endangered because of financial embarrassments. Thru this plan this would be almost entirely eliminated and at the same time it would work a hardship on no one. Almost the only change in the present entrance expense would be making the breakage fee non-returnable and increasing the total amount by fifty cents per term.

There is absolutely no doubt as to the benefit received being far greater than the extremely small cost involved. If there was any one of our activities that was not benefited it would not be allowed to exist either by the student body or the faculty. Why then should everyone help hear the expense of something whereby they benefit. We hope to see this very constructive piece of proposed college legislation receive the endorsement of the student body, faculty and trustees, in time to go into effect next year.

DEBATING

One of the best signs of an increasing interest in student activities and a realization that there are other things on the campus besides classes is the large number of men who have gone out for the five debating teams which represent the University this year. This interest is certainly to be commended. In former years there have been times when men had to be sought to make up even two teams in a single triangular debate. This year there are two triangulars and one single debate. In every preliminary there have been at least twice as many men as places.

For the Carolina George Town Ten new teams there were thirteen men out four to be chosen. Our Carolina Clemson Citadel teams there were nineteen out four to be chosen. And for the Georgetown teams there were six out three to be chosen.

There is no phase of college life that is as helpful in developing a man for profession, business or education as debating. Men in South Carolina is indeed fortunate in having such a large number of students who are taking advantage of the opportunity afforded.

Among those who spent Easter at home were T. K. Collier, J. M. Kinard, W. M. Layton, J. J. Stevenson and Miss Sledge.

---

MOUNTAIN tops can’t be seen in a mist. An’ many a mountain o’ trouble disappears in a cloud o’ Velvet smoke.

---

SHORTHAND

Shorthand and Bookkeeping are the Stepping-Stones to Success and to the big positions with big pay. The mastery of these subjects opens up to you the quickest, shortest and safest route to rapid advancement and promotion to the managerial and executive positions with the large salaries.

Railroad officials, district managers and executives of corporations, bank presidents and thousands upon thousands of successful men are prominent in business, professional and political life, testifying, if not unanimously, to the fact that they began life as Stenographers and Bookkeepers, which positions enabled them to rapidly learn the INTIMATE DETAILS of business and win advancement to the executive positions with big salaries.

Draughon’s Business College, Columbia, S. C., the largest business training institution in this State, with its superior and practical courses of training and preparation for business (we teach the system of shorthand endorsed and used by 75% of the official court reporters in the United States) has the very best instructors that money will procure, and affords its students a training in Double Entry Bookkeeping, Banking and Accountancy (at our usual charge) under the daily supervision and direction of an experienced Certified Public Accountant and Auditor.

Write us TODAY for the cost of this training and time required, if you have not already done so.

Draughon’s Business College

“LARGEST BECAUSE BEST”

1626 Main St.

Columbia, S. C.

---

UNIVERSITY SUPPLY STORE

VISIT THE

HOTEL JEROME

BARBER SHOP

1225 Green St.
Phone 2162

“We Press for Men of Dress”

J. W. BRUNSON
Merchant Tailor

Rates $1.00 Per Month